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Guidance for campaigners

Finding the right documents

● The tool is designed to be used to assess a borough's most recent principal parking
policy document. If the document is supplemented with periodic updates, include the
most recent in the assessment as well.

● Some areas of policy mentioned in the assessment may be found in other
documents.

○ If this is something that is clearly parking policy, and may be separate for
reasons of making it more accessible to the public – for example, charges or
rules for parking permits – it can be included in the assessment.

○ However, the wider aim of the assessment is to advocate for a joined-up
parking policy. So if, for example, a borough's policy on cycle storage is not
part of its parking policy, it should be marked as absent.

Tips for saving time

● The introduction to the policy document will often correspond to Area 1 of the
assessment (Principles and vision).

● Other sections of the policy document may also correspond 1-1 to assessment
areas. For example, there may be sections on EVs, or estate parking. To save time,
check the contents list for these before reading through the document.

● Policies from other areas may be dispersed throughout the document, reflecting
either their multifaceted nature, or just a different organisational structure. In these
cases, the following keyword searches can save time:

○ electric (vehicle)
○ estate(s)
○ (new) development
○ pavement/footway
○ crossover
○ cycle/cycling
○ storage
○ disabled/Blue Badge
○ short-stay
○ levy
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Completing the assessment

● Mark each policy as either present or absent. You can do this using colour coding,
bold text, strikethrough text, etc..

● When an area is complete, select one of the three ratings for that area (Good; Needs
improvement; Needs urgent action) according to the scoring system in the
introduction, and add any further explanation of what's missing to the Borough notes
column.

Checking someone else’s assessment

● Double-check that policies marked as absent really are absent from the policy
document.

● Policies marked as present do not need to be double-checked, but please make a
note if you think the assessment is wrong.

Campaigning

● Due to the nature of the assessment, local authorities should be given a right of reply
and opportunity to correct any errors before the assessment is published. Once the
assessment has been completed and checked, campaigners should email either the
council leader, or the cabinet member with responsibility for parking and/or
environment and/or transport, and their own ward councillors, attaching the
completed assessment, with the wording suggested below.

● Hopefully you will receive a reply in writing covering some of your key points. You
could then ask for a follow up meeting to discuss timescales or to continue to push
for change.

● If the council highlights any errors in the assessment, these should be corrected.
Then the assessment can be used as a basis for campaigning, including sharing in
its entirety, and possibly also the council’s response, on social media and in local
press.

Suggested wording

Email subject: Request for action on XX’s [borough name] parking policy

Dear Councillor XX,

I am writing from XX [organisation name]/as a resident [delete as appropriate] to ask you to
urgently reassess XX’s [borough name] parking policy as I believe it can, and must, do a
great deal more to tackle climate change, air pollution, congestion and road safety.

In particular, will the council implement the following as a priority:
1. XX
2. XX
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3. XX

Parking policy is central to reducing car journeys; it is one of the most important tools
available to local authorities; and it pays for itself.

I have looked at XX’s [borough name] parking policy and made an assessment using CPRE
London’s Parking Assessment Tool (see attached). I may have missed something and would
be happy to hear if that is the case. However, on the face of it, my assessment indicates
there are several areas which need urgent action – and I urge you to reassess parking policy
and take steps to institute effective new or revised policies, as per my assessment.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours etc
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